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Abstract—A true decentralized peer-to-peer electronic cash
system requires control of private keys by end-users in private
wallets. This necessitates wallet systems to utilize trusted hardware to protect keys. However, trusted hardware alone is not
enough. There must be a corresponding attestation infrastructure
to support the verification of evidence regarding the state of
the trusted hardware, the provenance and the presence of keys,
and other related configurations. This permits legitimate external
entities to obtain some degree of visibility into the wallet state
without access to the private keys. Relying parties, such as cryptofunds insurance providers and auditors of CBDC distributors,
require such visibility for risk assessment. New VASPs have the
opportunity today to invest in these emerging infrastructures.
Index Terms—blockchains, attestations, wallet systems, cybersecurity, cryptography

Silo from Metaco [8]). However, low-cost cryptographic hardware has been available for consumer PC computers since the
mid-2000s, in the form of the Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
chip [9], [10]. The plentiful availability of the TPM chip was
spurred, among others, by the US Army purchase decision in
2006 regarding TPM-enabled laptops and PC computers [11].
Although more advanced trusted hardware technologies exist today (e.g. Intel SGX [12], Arm TrustZone [13], Microsoft
Pluton [14]), the humble TPM chip is already widely available
in several hundred million PC computers and related devices.
Applications of the TPM chip in PC computers include file
encryption (e.g. Microsoft BitLocker [15]), pairing with selfencrypting disk-drives (e.g. Seagate Black Armor [16]), and
for certifiying application keys [17].

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the green light given by the US OCC (Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency) in July 2020 to allow national
banks to provide cryptocurrency custody services for customers [1], many centralized crypto-exchanges (CEX) entities
now face the business challenge from banks entering the
“hosted wallet” (key custodian) market [2]. Current examples
of CEX entities include Binance, Coinbase, Huobi Global and
Kraken [3]. Such entities are broadly referred to as Virtual
Asset Service Providers (VASP) by regulators [4], [5].
The vision of Bitcoin [6] is that of a peer-to-peer electronic
cash system that relies on a decentralized network of nodes,
where end-users would control their private keys and deal
with one another directly without the mediation of any third
party. Thus, needless to say, the notion of a hosted wallet at
a centralized CEX goes against the very heart of this vision.
II. T RUE D ECENTRALIZATION AND K EY P ROTECTION
Fulfilling the vision of the decentralized peer-to-peer electronic cash system necessitates the decentralization of control
of private keys. That is, it necessitates end-users holding and
controlling their private keys in their private wallets (unhosted,
non-custodian). In turn, the requirement of key-protection in
private wallets unavoidably points to the need for trusted
hardware to be utilized by the private wallet systems.
Currently, the market for hardware-based wallets is still
nascent, with a handful of products available for end-user
consumers and enterprise customers (e.g. Ledger’s Nano X [7],
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III. T RUSTED H ARDWARE A LONE IS NOT E NOUGH
However, trusted hardware alone is not enough. A wallet
system utilizing trusted hardware must be able to yield attestation evidence for components and states that are mutable
and there must be attestation endorsements from component
vendors for the roots of trust that are not capable of detecting and/or reporting unauthorized changes to itself [18],
[19]. Attestations-capable hardware in wallets is only half of
the equation. There needs to be a corresponding attestation
verifier entity or service that can appraise the evidence [20]
in a neutral and independent manner, as part of a broader
attestation infrastructure in the trust ecosystem.
The parties seeking the attestation results are not only the
wallet owners (e.g. as part of cybersecurity requirements),
but also legitimate external entities who need to make risk
assessment decisions regarding the state of keys (and the assets
bound to the keys) in the trusted hardware of the wallet. These
external entities (e.g. funds insurance providers) are the relying
party to the results coming from the verifier service (see
Figure 1). They seek a reasonable degree of visibility into the
state of the wallet and of the private-keys, but without access to
the private-keys. Among others, they need to obtain reasonable
proof that (i) the private-keys bound to the virtual assets are
currently located in a specific trusted hardware inside a given
wallet, (ii) that the wallet device is in possession of the user
(e.g. through authenticated access to the trusted hardware in
the wallet), and (iii) that extracting the private-key from the
trusted hardware will be time-consuming and economically
too costly for the attacker who steals the wallet device. They

an attestation infrastructure should consists of the following
functions and services [19], [22]:
•

•

•

Fig. 1. Overview of wallet attestation flows (following [19], [22])

also need proof that an actual trusted hardware component is
being utilized (i.e. not virtualized or software-emulated [21]).

Supply chain of endorsements: Components manufacturers need to issue endorsements for their products [33]
and to make these signed endorsements readily available
to the neutral verifier services (see flow (a) in Figure 1).
Attestation verification providers: An attestation verification service provider must operate in neutral manner,
independent from the wallet manufacturers and the wallet
owners. It must collect and validate the relevant endorsements from the various components manufacturers, and
also verify certification evidences (e.g. FIPS certification). Its operations must be underpinned by a legal trust
framework that allows auditing by 3rd party audit entities.
Attester capabilities in hardware components: Certain
types of components in trusted computing need to possess
the attester capability. Currently, efforts are underway in
the semiconductor industry to begin addressing this need
more broadly (see [32], [34]).
VI. R ELEVANT E VIDENCE FROM WALLET S YSTEMS

IV. U SE C ASES
Two use-cases for attestations infrastructures are as follows:
• Asset insurance providers: An increasing number of traditional funds-insurance providers are seeking to cover
for virtual assets traded on blockchain networks [23],
[24]. The protection of keys are therefore a crucial factor
in their risk assessment calculations. Many of them are
willing to cover for keys that are placed in off-line cold
storage (“cold wallets”), which is the approach taken by
many CEX entities today. An attestation infrastructure
that can support the appraisal of evidence from consumer
“hot-wallets” utilizing trusted hardware can greatly expand the market for the entire funds insurance industry.
• CBDC Distributors: Several governments have indicated
interest in issuing Central Bank Digital Currencies
(CBDC) [25], [26], which may additionally permit commercial banks to issue Stablecoins based on baskets of
CBDCs and other real-world assets [27], [28]. Although
the structure of the distribution network for CBDCs
currently remains undetermined, the use of blockchain
technology may be attractive for groups of commercial
banks wishing to circulate and distribute CBDCs and Stablecoins. Their wallet systems, blockchain gateways [29],
[30], and other sensitive computer systems employing
trusted hardware will benefit greatly from attestations
services. External audit entities as relying parties would
also benefit in seeing evidence of good key protection
practices by these CBDC holders/distributors.
V. I NFRASTRUCTURE FOR ATTESTATIONS
Although the subject matter of attestations (or “remote attestations”) is over two decades old now [31], the concept has
only recently entered the mainstream cybersecurity narrative
and the components supply-chain considerations [32]. In brief,

Depending on the trusted hardware, there are a number of
useful attestation evidences for various use-cases [19], [33]:
•

•

•

•

Evidence of wallet system configurations: The evidence
yielded by a wallet attester should include a manifest of
all the hardware, firmware and software comprising the
wallet system, including the version information.
Key creation provenance: Most current generation cryptoprocessors and trusted hardware possess the capability
to generate new private-public keys inside the shielded
location of the hardware. Evidence that a key pair was
generated on-board and evidence that the private key
is non-migrateable contributes to the risk profile of the
wallet system as a whole.
Evidence of geolocation of wallet: The trusted hardware
in a wallet may be utilized to retain (cryptographically
seal) geolocation information generated by the GPS chip
inside a mobile wallet system (e.g. smart phone) [35].
Key usage sequence: Certain types of trusted hardware
may permit a log of the sequence of usage of a privatekey (e.g. for digital signatures) to be maintained locally.
This truthful log of key usage may be verifiable by an
attestation service provider for relying parties seeking
to audit the wallet against the on-ledger transactions
history. This type of audit history is useful for Travel
Rule compliance [4], [5] and taxation regulations [36].

VII. C ONCLUSION : VASP S AS ATTESTATION V ERIFIERS
In the current nascent virtual assets ecosystem, new VASPs
are in a good position to invest in future trust infrastructures,
including infrastructures for attestation verification services.
Such services should be part of a broader VASP managed
compliance services for regulated private wallets. A more indepth discussion can be found in [37].
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